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THE DEFINITION OF A "JOB" AT KEOS

Recently our business has been growing at a rapid rate.  This means that there
is more and more WORK that has to be produced by the staff in general.  This also
means that all that work has to be managed and "tracked" by our executives in a more
efficient way.

Therefore, we have begun to better organize our operation, so that clients will
continue to receive the KEOS standard of FAST SERVICE, delivered with HIGH
QUALITY at a REASONABLE PRICE.

In order to make this possible, we have started breaking up our overall work
into definable "UNITS" that we can manage.  We now refer to each of these "units of
work" as a "JOB".

A "JOB" is defined as ONE SERVICE, or a GROUP OF SERVICES to be
DELIVERED or PAID for AT ONE TIME, as requested by ONE
CUSTOMER or ONE NEW SALES PROSPECT.

A "request for service" or a "possible sale" becomes a "JOB", when an
individual or company is ready to PAY MONEY for our SERVICE(S).  That
individual or company then becomes a CUSTOMER, who now needs to be
SERVICED by KEOS.

At this point there should be an advance payment of MONEY for the "JOB". 
Whether this advance payment is made IN-FULL, or only a DEPOSIT or
RETAINER, depends upon the particular arrangements made at the point of sale. 
Once some kind of payment is made, the JOB is then "active", and King Enterprise
begins to "DELIVER" (work-on, produce, etc.) the requested SERVICE(S).

Once the work has begun, despite whatever else is going on, this requested
work is now considered by King Enterprise to be an "ACTIVE JOB".
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A given set of work ceases to be a "JOB", and becomes a "DONE",
when the SERVICE(S) are COMPLETED and DELIVERED to the CLIENT
for EXCHANGE, or DELIVERED to WHERE the CLIENT considers it a
"DONE", such as in a mailing service going directly to the post office.

If the job was negotiated originally for partial payment until delivery, then the
remainder of the money is collected at this point.

If the original agreement called for other payment arrangements, such as "paid
from a running account", or "payment after being billed", then the finances are
handled accordingly.

If the entire job was paid for in advance, then there is nothing left to do once
the work is delivered, except to file any technical records and invoice copies.

However, these are all financial considerations, and out of the realm of the
particular staff who PRODUCED and DELIVERED the SERVICE(S).  To them, the
former "JOB" is now a DONE.  It is no longer managed or tracked.  It is now
"Services Delivered".

This term we now have - "JOB" - will be used more and more around here, and
you have probably heard it already.  So please take the time and trouble to make sure
you FULLY UNDERSTAND the definitions and concepts presented in this issue. 
Our prosperity (and your rewards) depend upon it.
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